
NEW media topic Definition Former subject
accountancy and auditing Companies that provide balance sheet preparation and budget 

reconciliation services and examine accuracy of financial statements
Accountancy

accounting crime The intentional misrepresentation or alteration of accounting records 
regarding sales, revenues, expenses and other factors

addiction The habitual and compulsive use of substances such as alcohol or drugs, 
or behaviour such as gambling, gaming or sex, often causing detrimental 
effects on the body, brain, and relationships with others

Alcoholism and drug abuse

administrative law Body of law that governs the actions of governmental administrative 
agencies

adult and continuing education Education for adults who have left the formal education system that 
offers new forms of knowledge or skills, including professional 
certificates and online courses provided by companies such as 
CodeAcademy or Udemy

Adult education

adults People above an age set by law that entitles them to full liability and 
certain privileges such as the legal right to drink alcoholic beverages and 
to vote

Adult humour

Adult interest

advertising Methods of promoting goods and service to consumers through video, 
graphics, print text etc

Advertising

Advertising design

Advertising, marketing and sales - other

Broadcast advertising

Sales promotion

aerospace Companies that assemble or manufacture components for airplanes and 
space ships.

Aerospace

Air safety

Light aviation

aerospace engineering The study, design, development and construction of aircraft, spacecraft 
and missile systems

Aeronautical engineering

Avionics

Flying and aircraft

Helicopters

agriculture The industry of producing natural materials for consumption Arable farming

Agribusiness

Agricultural contracting

Agricultural engineering

Agricultural machinery and equipment

Agricultural policy

Agricultural shows

Agricultural supply

Agriculture

Agriculture overseas

Agriculture, forestry and fishing - other

Animal husbandry

Cattle

Crops

Dairy farming

Farm buildings

Farming

Fertilisers and agrochemicals

Fruit

Fruit and vegetable trade

Fruit farming

Livestock

Milk and dairy produce

Oilseed

Pigs

Poultry

Regional farming

Tropical agriculture

Potatoes

Sheep

Sugar beet

Wool

air pollution Solid or gaseous matter affecting the quality of air that we breathe Air pollution

Ventilation

air transport Airplane and airport operations Air cargo

Aviation

Airlines and air transport

Airplanes

Airports

Cabin crew

Pilots

American football Team ball game that opposes two teams of 11 that have offence and 
defence sections. Each offence attempts to move an oval ball down the 
120 yards long field. Points are scored by advancing the ball into the 
opposing team*s end zone.

American football

amusement park A park providing various rides and entertainment attractions for both 
adults and children, including theme parks

Amusement trade

Theme parks and amusements

animal Human interest and cultural stories related to animals, including pets Animal breeding and genetics

Animal feed

Animals

Animals and nature - other

Birds

Cats

Dogs

Goats

Pets

Rabbits

Wildlife

animal abuse The infliction of cruelty or neglect onto animals by humans Animal rights and protection

animation Stories told through animated drawings in either full-length or short 
format

Animation and special effects

anthropology The study of human behaviour and social interactions across time Anthropology

anti-trust crime Violations of laws aimed at corporations to promote fair competition for 
the benefit of consumers

antitrust regulations laws to promote competition between companies for the benefit of 
consumers

anxiety and stress A mental health disorder characterised by feelings of worry, anxiousness 
or fear that are strong enough to interfere with one's daily activities

Stress management

appeal (court) Process in which parties request a formal change to an official decision

arbitration and mediation Resolution of disputed issues by a neutral panel, including conciliation, 
negotiation and tribunals

archaeology The study of human activity throughout time and cultural history, using 
artefacts left behind by ancient peoples

Archaeology

archery Archers use bows and arrows to aim at targets 1.22 metres in diameter 
which are on average 70 metres distant.

Archery

architecture The design of buildings, monuments and the spaces around them Architectural ironmongery

Architecture

Architecture and design - other

Fenestration

Kitchens, bedrooms and bathrooms

Kitchenware

Landscape architecture

Stairs, lifts and escalators

armed forces Those employed by a government to conduct war, or to enforce the 
security of a nation

Armed forces

Military affairs

Naval defence

art exhibition Temporary presentation of art in museums, art halls or galleries Galleries

artificial intelligence An attempt to let computers simulate how the human brain works by 
applying statistical, heuristic or machine learning methods and algorithms 
to large datasets. Enables a long range of automatic functions like image 
recognition and categorisation.

Artificial intelligence

arts and entertainment All forms of arts and entertainment The Arts

Actors and acting

Entertainment (General)

Entertainment - other

Show business

arts, culture, entertainment and media All forms of arts, entertainment, cultural heritage and media Art

Artists

asset management Management of assets or funds to increase income by investing in stocks, 
bonds, mutual funds, hedge funds etc.

Closed funds

Fund management

Hedge funds

Portfolio managers

astronomy The study of celestial objects through direct observation and theoretical 
models

Astronomy

athletics Competitions involving foot races, jumping and throwing which can be on 
a track inside a stadium or on outside roads

Athletics

auction Auction houses and all types of auctions, such as police auctions and 
silent auctions

Auctions and salesrooms

Australian rules football A form of football played by two teams of 18 competing on a pitch by 
running with and passing an oval ball. Points are scored by moving the 
ball between goal posts. Governed by the Australian Football League.

AFL

automobile enthusiasm Interest in new and classic cars Classic cars and motorcycles

automotive Companies that manufacture automotive components and assemble 
automobiles

Advanced motorists

Automatic identification systems

Automotive

Automotive repairs

Car and motorcycle accessories

Car and motorcycle mechanics

In-car hi-fi and security

Karting

Luxury cars

Motor accessories

Motor clubs and specific makes

Motor industry

Motor schools

Motor traders and garages

Tanker distribution

Tyre trade

Off-road and four wheel drive

award and prize The recognition of an achievement in a field in the form of a symbolic 
item, such as a plaque or trophy or in the form of a monetary gift, such as 
a cash prize or grant, given by a government or private institution

Trophies and engraving

badminton Two players or two teams of two compete by hitting a shuttlecock 
weighing approximately five grams over a high net. The aim for each 
player/team is to prevent the shuttlecock landing on their side of the 
court.

Badminton

ballet A classical dance form based on formal gestures, steps and postures Ballet

banking Services for storing, transmitting, receiving and delivering money ATMs

Banking

Banks and finance companies

Credit unions

Private banking

bar A business where drinks are prepared and served to the public for 
consumption on the premises

Hospitality

Pub and club design

Pubs and bars

baseball A game between two teams of nine played on an enclosed ground. The 
team which scores the most points wins. A point is scored when a player 
runs around the ground marked out by four bases. To do this he has to hit 
the ball thrown at him by a rival player.

Baseball

basketball Game played between two teams of five - points are scored by placing the 
large inflated ball into a net fixed on a ring 3.05m above the ground.

Basketball

beer, wine and spirits Interest in the consumption, production and collection of alcoholic 
beverages

Alcohol

Australian craft spirits

Beer

Brewing and malting

Home brew trade

Home brewing and wine making

Off-licences

Spirits

Viticulture

Wine

beverage and grocery The production and sale of foodstuffs Grocery

Soft drinks

biathlon A combination of cross-country skiing and target shooting on a 12.5 K 
course in a pursuit format.

Biathlon

bicycle enthusiasm Interest in new and classic manpowered cycles Bicycle trade

billiards A cue sport with balls on a table without a specific order to play them Billiards, snooker and pool

biology The study of the anatomy, behaviour, origin, physiology and other aspects 
of living organisms

Biology

Immunology

biomedical science The application of biology-based science to medical fields such as 
research, health monitoring or medical treatment

Artificial tissues

biotechnology The scientific manipulation of living organisms and biological processes 
for scientific, medical or agricultural purposes

Biochemicals

Bioengineering

Bioinformatics

Biophysics

Biotechnology

biotechnology business The business of using engineering technology to study and solve 
problems of living organisms

Ergonomics

birthday A celebration on the anniversary of a person's birth. Greetings cards

board game A game played on a board Boards and cards

bobsleigh One, two or four people racing down a course in a sled that consists of a 
main hull, a frame, two axles and sets of runners. The total time of all 
heats in a competition is added together to determine the winner.

Bobsled/Skeleton/Luge

bodybuilding Competitions where participants perform specific poses to display their 
muscles that have been strengthened and enlarged through strenuous 
exercise. Competitors are judged based on criteria such as symmetry, 
muscularity and conditioning.

Body building

bombings Intentional use of explosive devices on people, buildings or other 
structures

Explosives

bonds Corporate or governmental paper representing the loan of money at a 
fixed rate and for a fixed time to that company or government

Municipal bonds

books and publishing The business of producing and selling bound media, whether fiction or 
non-fiction

Bookbinding

Books

Graphic novels and cartoon strips

Labels and labelling

Paper, printing and publishing - other

Paper and board industry

Printing inks

Publishing

botany The study of the physical and physiological structure, genetics, ecology 
and other aspects of plants

Botany

Plant engineering

Plant genetics

boules Collective name of a number of games where the common goal is to move 
the competitor's balls as close to a small target ball as possible, played on 
a grass or sand surface. Balls are thrown (as in petanque and boules) or 
rolled (as in lawn bowls or bocce).

Bowls

Petanque

boxing Combat sport in which two men/women fight using only their fists 
covered by padded gloves in a square ring measuring 6m a side. The fight 
is usually split into 12 rounds of three minutes each.

Boxing

Buddhism An Asian religion founded in the 6th century BC in India based on the 
teachings of the Buddha with the goal of overcoming suffering and 
transcending desire and the individual self to achieve nirvana

Buddhism

building material Manufacture of materials like wallboard, lumber wiring for the building 
industry

Brick and stone

Building materials

Building, construction and materials - other

Cement and concrete

Clay

Corrosion prevention

Glass and porcelain

Glass technology

Materials handling

Materials science

Steel construction

Timber and woodworking

Tool hire

Tubes

Wire

bullfighting Classical contest pitting man against the bull Bullfighting

business enterprise Organisations set up usually for profit-making purposes by creating and 
selling a product or service

Franchising

International business

International company news

Regional business

business information Information about individual business entities, including companies, 
corporations, charities

Companies

Company cars and fleet management

Company news

Company secretaries

Corporate communications

Diversified companies

Executive information systems

cabaret A form of theatrical entertainment featuring music, song, dance, 
recitation, or drama that is performed in a nightclub or restaurant while 
the audience eats or drinks at tables

Cabaret

cafe A small business where drinks and snacks are prepared and served - its 
specifics may depend on the local culture

Coffee

cancer A serious and often fatal disease caused when normal cells mutate into 
tumours

Cancer

canoeing Competition involving canoes which are generally kneeled and paddled 
with a single-bladed paddle

Canoeing

card game A game played with a pack of cards Bridge

Poker

casino and gambling The business of providing outlets for various games of chance using cards, 
dice, spinning wheels to betting on animal races

Bookmakers and betting offices

Gambling

Gaming and casinos

Pigeon racing

Catholicism Largest Christian religion in the world encompassing the Roman Catholic 
Church which is led by the pope, and Old Catholicism, a breakaway 
movement founded in 1870 that denies the dogma of infallibility of the 
pope

Catholicism

Presbyterianism

celebrity Life and behaviour of famous people Celebrities

Gossip

charity The voluntary giving of money, food or other necessities to those in need Association and charity management

British legion

Charities

Philanthropy

chemicals Natural or manmade materials used to produce other materials Chemical and process engineering

Chemical industry

Chemicals

Chemicals and chemical engineering - other

Starch

chemistry The study of the composition and properties of matter on the scale of 
atoms and molecules, and of the reactions between compounds

Chemistry

chess Competition between two players using a chequered board with 16 
pieces to each side, each with specific ranges of movement depending on 
their identity

Chess

child care Services and facilities that look after children while their parents are 
working or away, including daycare centres and programmes

Child care

Nursery and crèche trade

children Young people, usually pre-pubescent, who are legally considered minors 
and are in a guardianship relationship with adults

Children

Children's interest

Children's safety

Children's wear

Scouts and guides

Youth interest

Christianity Religions that follow the teachings of Jesus Christ and the Bible Anglicanism

Christian youth

Christianity

Methodism

church A building used as a place of worship for the Christian religion Church construction

cinema Stories told through motion pictures, such as full-length or short format 
documentary or fictional features

Amateur film making

Box office

civil and public service A business where drinks are prepared and served to the public for 
consumption on the premises

Public sector administration

Public service announcements

Civil service

Social work

civil engineering The study, design, development and construction of structures such as 
buildings, bridges, tunnels, irrigation and sewage systems, streets or 
railroads

Civil engineering

Design engineering

Filtration

Irrigation

Street furniture

civil law The system of law focused on private rights and disputes between 
individuals in such areas as contracts, torts, property, and family law

Family law

civil rights Rights of individuals under civil law Civil rights

International development

classical music A genre of music rooted in the traditions of Western music, including 
both religious and secular music, such as symphony, concerto and sonata.

Church music

Classical music

client relationship management Creating and maintaining a relationship with the customers to increase 
sales.

Call centre services and technology

Customer relationship management

Customer service

climate change Significant change in measures of climate (such as temperature, 
precipitation, or wind) lasting for an extended period

Climate change

clothing Items of apparel to wear Uniforms and industrial clothing

Clothing machinery and sewing machines

Fur

Nonwovens

club and association Organisations joined by individuals because of similar interests Club management

Societies and organisations

coal Production and mining of anthracite and bituminous products for use in 
power production

Coal

collecting The hobby of seeking, locating, acquiring, organising, cataloguing, 
displaying, storing or maintaining items that are of interest to an 
individual collector

Antiques

Book and magazine collecting

Coin collecting

Collecting

Postcard collecting

Record collecting

college and university Institutions of higher learning that provide degrees in a course of study at 
the undergraduate, postgraduate or doctorate level

Alumni

Institutions of higher learning that provide degrees in a course of study at 
the undergraduate, postgraduate or doctorate level

Open university

commercial real estate The building and sale of property used for business purposes rather than 
as a living space

Commercial agents

Commercial and industrial property

Retail property

commodity market The bartering or trading of goods such as cotton, oil, coal, metals, etc Commodities

communicable disease Diseases that can be transmitted from one person or animal to another Communicable diseases

STDs

competition discipline Different types of sport which can be executed in competitions Competitions and games

computer and telecommunications hardware The physical devices used to provide computer services, such as 
monitors, hard drives, keyboards etc. but can also be used for equipment 
such as routers, servers and other network devices.

Cabling

Disks and CDs

DVD/CDs

Fibre optic communications

Fibre optics

Hardware

Microfilm and micrographics

Modems

Monitors

Processors and components

Scanners

Servers and storage

Office equipment

Portable memory

computing and information technology Anything to do with computing and/or transmission of information from 
one point to another.

Broadband (DSL/ADSL) and ISDN

Business and professional computing

Computing architecture

Circuit technology

Databases

Desktop computing

Desktop publishing

Fax technology

Intranets and extranets

Mac OS

Microprocessor system design

Multi-media computing

Systems management

Systems security

conservation Preservation of wilderness areas, flora and fauna, including species 
extinction

Heritage and conservation

construction and property All items pertaining to the construction and sale of property Building and construction

Building finishes



NEW media topic Definition Former subject

construction and property All items pertaining to the construction and sale of property

Computers in construction

Conservatory construction

Construction overseas

Construction plant and equipment

Construction technology

Construction underground

Demolition

Fences and boundaries

Insulation

Roofs and ceilings

Power tools

Property - other

Property law and conveyancing

consultancy service Providers of expert knowledge in a wide range of fields usually on a 
temporary, contract basis

Knowledge management

consumer electronics Electronic devices, such as computers, smart phones or televisions, 
designed and sold for personal use

Consumer and home computing

SOHO applications

Amateur electronics and radio

consumer goods Items produced for and sold to individuals Consumer goods

Product finishing

Product liability

Product news

consumer issue Issues, such as prices, inflation/deflation, quality of goods, at the retail 
sales level

Quality assurance and reliability

consumers Buyers of goods and services Consumer affairs

Consumer property

Consumer protection

conventional medicine The practice of diagnosis, treatment and prevention of disease based on 
modern scientific research

Clinical medicine

First aid

Medicine

cooking and baking Interest in preparing meals or baked goods Baking

Cooking

corporate crime Crimes committed by a corporation or by individuals acting on behalf of a 
corporation

Corporate fraud

corporate financing The financing, capital structuring, and investment decisions of a 
corporation

Corporate bonds

International stock markets

corruption Dishonest actions by a person in power in return for pecuniary or 
personal gain

cosmetics Products applied to the body to enhance appearance, such as lipstick, 
eyeliner, foundation and nail polish, and the trends surrounding the 
application of these products

Perfumery, cosmetics and toiletries

Cosmetics

court Place where legal cases are heard and decided Courtroom news

crafts industry Products or services provided with simple skills and tools, as opposed to 
by mass industrial production.

Adhesives

Crafts

Hand tools

PVC welding

credit and debt Credit: the amount of money available to you, often by loan. Debt: the 
amount you owe.

Credit and hire purchase

Credit cards

Credit management

Debt and debt collection

Insolvency law

Insolvency practice

credit rating Formal statements by certain rating agencies on the investment risk of a 
company or enterprise

Rating

cricket Ball sport involving two teams of 11 players, balls, bats and wickets. The 
aim is to score as many runs as possible, and to get the opposing team 
'out'. A 'run' involves a player running between two wickets. The 
opposing team try to get their rivals 'out'

Cricket

crime Violations of laws by individuals, companies or organisations Crime

crime, law and justice The establishment and/or statement of the rules of behaviour in society, 
the enforcement of these rules, breaches of the rules, the punishment of 
offenders and the organisations and bodies involved in these activities

Barristers

Financial law

Immigration law

Industrial law

Justice

Law (General)

Law publishing and libraries

Law students

Licensing law

Magistrates

criminal law The system of law concerned with the punishment of those who commit 
crimes

Criminal law

Criminology

croquet Using mallets to hit a ball through hoops Croquet

cross-country skiing Nordic ski race competed in relatively-flat, snowy countryside on narrow 
skis.

Cross country skiing

cryptocurrency An internet-based medium of exchange using cryptography to conduct 
financial transactions

Cryptocurrency

culture The ideas, customs, arts, traditions of a particular group of persons Cultural affairs

Culture (General)

Culture - other

Folklore

Gastronomy

curling A game played on ice with large flat round stones. A player throws the 
stone, aiming at a target. Teammates of the player who has thrown the 
stone can sweep the ice in front of the stone to help smooth its path 
towards the target.

Curling

currency the system of money used by a country, including the value of one 
currency as measured against another

Managed currency funds

customs and tradition A particular way of behaving, or observances that have developed over 
time by a group of people

Etiquette

cyber warfare Cyber attacks, or suspected attacks, involving a government entity as 
either the sponsor or the target, or preventive measures against these 
types of actions

Cyber security

cycling A race over a given distance on bicycles. Cycling

dance A form of performing art consisting of purposefully selected sequences of 
human movement

Dance

darts The sport in which small darts are thrown at a dartboard, a circular target 
divided into numbered sections.

Darts

data protection policy Efforts to protect personal information in either written, oral or 
electronic form

Data protection

dating and relationships The development of an intimate connection between individuals, through 
various forms of activities enjoyed together, often leading to a legal or 
permanent union such as marriage

Romance

Singles and dating

decathlon Individual men's competition which involves accumulating points in 10 
different disciplines over two days: 1st day - 100m, long-jump, shot-putt, 
high-jump, 400m. 2nd day - 110m hurdles, discus, pole-vault, javelin and 
1,500 metres.

Decathlon

defence Anything involving the protection of one's own country Air defence

Defence and armed forces - other

Defence industry

Defence technology

Land defence

The air force

The army

The navy

demographics The study of human populations and their characteristics, for example 
statistics or trends around aging populations in a particular geographic 
region

Statistics

dentistry The medical profession and field of study devoted to diagnosing, 
preventing and treating oral conditions

Dentistry

department store Store selling a variety of goods, such as clothing, housewares, jewellery 
and cosmetics

Houseware

derivative securities Financial instruments such as futures, swaps and options, used for risk 
management, whose characteristics and value depend upon the 
characteristics and value of an underlying instrument, such as a 
commodity, bond, equity or currency.

Derivatives

Private equities

Options and futures

design (visual arts) An artistic discipline which focuses on visual communication and 
presentation, the final product of which can range from jewellery to 
interior design

Design and graphics

Interior design

diesel fuel A distilled petroleum product heavier than gasoline used not only for 
trucks, marine engines, but in certain forms for home heating

Diesel vehicles

Diesels and gas turbines

diet Ways of eating to benefit health or treat a condition, such as plant-based, 
low-salt, high-fibre or gluten-free

Nutrition

Slimming and dietetics

Vegetarianism

Oils and fats

dietary supplement Nutrients taken in addition to food to bolster health Vitamins and dietary supplements

disabilities Physical or mental conditions that limits a person's movements, senses, 
or activities

Disability and rehabilitation

Disabled drivers

Employment for the disabled

Special educational needs

Sport for the disabled

disaster, accident and emergency incident Man made or natural event resulting in loss of life or injury to living 
creatures and/or damage to inanimate objects or property

Emergency planning and disaster recovery

disease and condition Any health conditions affecting humans Disease control

Respiratory diseases

Tropical diseases

dog racing Dogs racing around a track Greyhound racing

dropped criminal investigation When police and/or prosecutors end an investigation without a 
conclusion

drowning When a person's airpipe and lungs become filled with water causing 
death or injury, most often caused by falling into or bathing in rivers, 
lakes or the ocean

Lifeguarding and drowning prevention

drug trafficking Dealing in illicit often harmful substances

drug use in sport Drug use associated with sport activities, including doping, abuse, testing 
and permitted medical uses

Sports drugs and doping

early childhood education Education for children under the national compulsory education age Child development and welfare

Pre-school playgroups

eating disorder Anorexia, bulimia, overeating and similar illnesses Eating disorders

economic globalisation Doing business around the world Overseas business development

economic organisation Business, industrial and trade associations, societies and other private-
sector groups.

Industrial, welfare & institutional catering

Industrial relations

economics The study of the laws and principles of economies, such as the production 
and distribution of goods and services

Economics

Fiscal policy

Home economics

economy, business and finance All matters concerning the planning, production and exchange of wealth. Brokerage companies

Business

Business and company law

Business applications

Business automation

Business consultancy

Business events

Business forecasting

Business technology

Business to business marketing

Business travel

Business, management and industry - other

Chambers of commerce

Export financing

Finance

Finance directors

Finance for general practitioners

Financial services

Financial technology

International finance

Money markets

New financing

Risk management

Small business

Smart cards

SMSF

Startups

Superannuation

Valuation

Venture capital

Offshore finance

ecosystem A system of plants, animals and bacteria interrelated in its 
physical/chemical environment

Ecology

education All aspects of furthering knowledge, formally or informally Computers and technology in education

Education

Education, teaching and schools - other

Multicultural education

Teaching

Teaching art and craft and design and technology

Teaching business studies

Teaching English

Teaching English as a foreign language

Teaching geography

Teaching history

Teaching home economics

Teaching languages

Teaching mathematics

Teaching music

Teaching physical education

Teaching religion

Teaching science

Teaching speech and drama

Teaching sport

Training and simulation

Non-traditional education

education policy Government programmes and policies related to education and 
proposals to change or protests against those positions

Education policy

elderly care The long-term care of the elderly provided by residential institutions or 
by paid daily help in the home

Aged care

election The selection of representatives by the casting of votes Elections

electoral system Voting systems Polls

electrical appliance Makers of large and small electrical goods for use in homes or business Electric vehicles

Electrical and electronics - other

Electrical dealers

Electrical equipment for industry

Electrical goods

Electrical industry

Lighting

electricity production and distribution Primarily concerning the power line distribution system, but also the sale 
of electrical power at wholesale and retail levels

Batteries

Electrical installations

Electricity

Electricity overseas

Electronic communications

Electronic displays

Electronic materials

Electronic publishing

Electronics

Electronics service and maintenance

Electronics testing

electromagnetism The study of the physical interactions between electrically charged 
particles and magnetic fields

Lasers

Spectroscopy

electronic commerce Buying and selling items through the Internet E-business

E-commerce

E-market makers

electronic dance music A genre of music that employs electronic instruments and is primarily 
made for nightclubs, raves, and festivals

Dance music

electronic engineering The study, design, development and application of systems built on the 
exchange of electrical charges, such as consumer devices, 
communications systems or industrial computers

Industrial science

Laptop computers

Electrical engineering

emergency care Immediate care of patients with critical medical emergencies, either 
inside or outside of a hospital

Casualty and emergency medicine

emergency response The planning and efforts made by people and organizations to help 
victims of a sudden, unplanned event, natural disaster or crisis

Ambulance service

emerging market Those markets that are struggling to enter the world economies and 
those requiring financial help from international lenders

Emerging markets

emigration Leaving one's country of residence to settle permanently elsewhere Emigration

employee Those who are paid or otherwise compensated for providing services to 
employers

Secretaries

employment The state of having work, usually paid, for a company, organisation, or 
individual

Careers

employment agency A service helping people find jobs, and companies to find workers Employment and recruitment

employment legislation Laws governing employment Employment law

energy and resource The use of natural resources for business purposes to generate energy Energy efficiency

Energy law

Energy research and development

Fuel, energy and natural resources (General)

energy market Energy trading and markets Power supply industry

Power and energy overseas

energy resources Such resources as coal, gas, wind, sunlight etc., used to generate heat, 
electricity and power

Power and energy

environment All aspects of protection, damage, and condition of the ecosystem of the 
planet earth and its surroundings.

Environment

Environmental conservation

Environmental engineering

Environmental health

environmental pollution Corruption of air, water, land etc. by harmful substances Environment, pollution and water - other

Pollution

environmental, social and governance policy (ESG) A company's business practices reflecting responsible social, ethical and 
environmental policies, sometimes known as corporate social 
responsibility

Corporate social responsibility

Corporate health

epidemic and pandemic A disease that affects a large number of people within a community, 
population, region or that has spread to multiple countries or continents 
across the world

Epidemiology

equestrian Horse-based sport disciplines governed by the International Federation 
for Equestrian Sports, such as dressage, eventing, show jumping and 
vaulting

Equestrianism

Eventing

Horses

Show jumping

exercise and fitness Physical activity with the purpose to maintain and improve health and 
wellness, gain stamina or for enjoyment

Fitness

Fitness trade

exports What is produced or manufactured in your country and sent and sold 
elsewhere

Exports

eye care The medical profession and field of study devoted to diagnosing, 
preventing and treating eye conditions

Opticians and ophthalmology

family A group of people related genetically or by a legal bond, or who consider 
themselves part of a familial unit regardless of genetic or legal status

Family interest

Genealogy

family planning Services and education aimed at informing individual decisions about 
reproduction, such as fertility, in vitro fertilisation, contraception or 
abortion

Family planning

Fertility and reproduction

fashion Styles and trends in clothing, footwear, accessories, including the design, 
presentation and wearing of these styles and trends

Children's fashion

Fashion

Fashion accessories

Fashion industry

Fashion merchandising

Fashion modelling

Fashion, clothing and textiles - other

Footwear

Leather

Lingerie

Men's fashion

Menswear

Women's fashion

Youth fashion

fencing Combat sport using a sword or foil. Fencing

festival Events showcasing artistic endeavours, often regularly occurring, such as 
dance, music, theatre, poetry or comedy festivals

Conferences and exhibitions

Festivals and public holidays

festive event (culture) An event ordinarily celebrated by a community and centring on some 
characteristic aspect of that community and its religion or traditions

Events

fiction Written works that are not based on fact, but are the creation of the 
author's imagination

Fantasy and science fiction

Fiction

field hockey A ball sport involving two teams of 11 players using curved sticks. The 
aim is to score as many goals as possible.

Hockey

figure skating To obtain the best marks possible from nine judges who award scores 
after two prepared sections - both skated to music - during which 
competitors must attempt to achieve the greatest possible harmony 
between artistic flair and technical precision.

Ice-skating

film festival All forms of national and international film festivals Film festivals and events

fire Fires started by an accidental or unknown source. For wildfires, use 
wildfire. For fires started with a criminal intent, use arson.

Fire prevention and control

Fire service

fishing A recreational activity involving the use of baits, lures, weapons and traps 
for the capture of aquatic species.

Fish

fishing industry Raising or gathering of fish Angling

Fish farming

Fish friers

Fishing industry

Fishkeeping

flowers and plants Human interest and cultural stories related to plants, flowers and trees Floristry and flower marketing

Flower arranging

Mushrooms

folk music A genre of music that developed from traditional popular cultures, often 
based on story telling

Folk and country music

food and drink enthusiasm Interest in eating and drinking Cereals

Confectionery

Drink

Drink merchandising

Snacks

Tea

food industry The business of processing or distributing food for basic human 
consumption

Bee-keeping

Canning and canmaking

Corn and seed trade

Fast food

Flavouring

Food

Food hygiene

Food industry

Food law and policy

Food merchandising

Frozen confectionery

Frozen foods

Genetically modified crops

Genetically modified food

Grains

Herbs and spices

Meat

Meat processing

Pizza and pasta trade

Science of food

Sugar

Supermarkets and convenience stores

Vegetables

foreign exchange market The trading of shekels, dinars, euros, dollars etc around the world 
through regulated markets

Euromarkets

Foreign exchange (forex)

The Euro

forestry and timber Production and collection and preparation of wood products for future 
use

Forestry

forging The shaping of metal using localized compressive forces, such as heating 
and hammering

Blacksmiths and farriers

Foundry technique

funeral and memorial service A ceremony to memorialise a deceased person Funeral, burial and cremation services

furnishings and furniture Manufacture of furniture, wallpaper, paints and fabrics for interior 
decoration

Furniture

Furniture manufacture

Paint and coatings

Residential and light construction

Soft furnishings

Gaelic football A form of football played by two teams of 15 competing on a pitch by 
running with, kicking and passing a spherical ball. Points are scored by 
moving the ball between goal posts. Governed by the Gaelic Athletic 
Association.

Gaelic football

game Contests generally for one's amusement Treasure hunting

game Contests generally for one's amusement Wargaming

gardening Interest in working in one's garden Garden machinery and equipment

Garden trade

Gardening

gender The classification of individuals as male, female, or a non-binary 
designation

Gender studies

genetics The study of genes in living organisms, and of their role in heredity, 
development or genetic adaptation

Genetics

geography The study of the physical features of the surface of Earth and its political 
divisions

Geographical information systems



NEW media topic Definition Former subjectgeography The study of the physical features of the surface of Earth and its political 
divisions

Geography

Geophysics

Human geography

Map collecting

Navigation

geology The study of Earth's physical processes, material structures and its 
properties

Geology

golf A game to hit a small hard ball with different clubs around a course of 
typically 18 holes varying in distance and during a round. The object, 
depending on the scoring formulae, is to make the fewest strokes 
possible

Golf

Golfing holidays

government The system for ruling a country Congress

Diplomatic service

Home affairs

National government

White House

government debt The amount a government owes on bonds, services and for goods and 
services for which it has no ready cash

Government bonds

government department Divisions of a government that concentrate on specific areas such as 
health, welfare, economy or war

Government

Government information

Government services (General)

Government services - other

Governmental regulatory agencies

government policy An overall plan or course of action set out by a government intended to 
influence and guide decisions and actions towards a desired outcome.

Government legislation

Public works

graduation A ceremony, also known as commencement, at which a person receives a 
diploma or academic degree

gymnastics A sport consisting of a variety of disciplines in which gymnasts perform 
artistic and acrobatic moves using different apparatus.

Gymnastics

hairstyles Trends surrounding the cutting and styling of hair Hair care

Hairdressing

handball (team) A ball game using the hands contested by two teams of seven trying to 
throw the ball into the opponents goal.

Handball

health All aspects of physical and mental well-being Computers in healthcare

Fracture and fatigue

Gastroenterology

Health

Health education

Health food

Health management

Health policy

Independent health sector

Liver disease

Lung disease

Sexual health

health and beauty product Compilation of chemicals and other substances for use in enhancing ones 
looks or smell

Beauty

Beauty and hair care - other

Beauty salons

health care approach Different approaches to medical care that vary in the methods and 
substances used to treat symptoms

Chiropody

Residential care

Homeopathy

health treatment and procedure Remedies, therapies, interventions, medications, testing and treatments 
to prevent, diagnose, manage or improve a health condition

Physiotherapy

healthcare industry Goods and services to treat patients through curative, preventive, 
rehabilitative and palliative care

Healthcare

Intensive care

heart disease Diseases and conditions affecting the heart such as heart attacks, the 
narrowing of arteries, arrhythmia or cardiomyopathy

Cardiology

heating and cooling The business of supplying heat or cooling to private residences and 
commercial buildings

Air conditioning

Home heating

Plumbing and heating

Refrigeration

heavy engineering Manufacturers of cranes, bulldozers and the like for use in major 
construction projects

Cranes

herbal medicine Treatment based on the use of herbs and other plants to cure or alleviate 
symptoms

Alternative/Traditional/Herbal Medicine

Aromatherapy

Hinduism A religion and social system originating in India that includes a caste 
system, a belief in reincarnation and the worship of multiple deities

Hinduism

history The study of human events of the past History

Military history

Natural history

HIV and AIDS HIV, a virus that attacks the body's immune system, and AIDS the disease 
caused by HIV

HIV and AIDS

hobby Recreational pursuit Model making

holiday Time spent not at work for rest and relaxation Luxury holidays

Luxury travel

holistic medicine Treatment of the whole person including mental and environmental 
factors in addition to treating symptoms

Holistic medicine

Osteopathy

home renovation Interest in renovating one's property Home improvements

Homes and interiors - other

Residential home planning

horse racing Mounted horse races. Horse racing and betting

horseback riding The riding of horses for leisure or light exercise. Horse riding

horticulture The study and art of plant cultivation, including landscape and garden 
design and plant conservation

Horticulture

Grounds maintenance

hospital Medical facilities for the treatment of illnesses and injury Hospital construction

Hospital doctors

Hospitals

hotel and accommodation The business of providing food and shelter to travellers Hostelling

Hotel equipment and maintenance

Hotel trade

Hotels

house and home Interest in maintaining and decorating one's home Decorating

DIY and home improvements

DIY retailing

Home interest

Safety in the home

housing and urban planning policy Systematic planning of urban and suburban areas and the housing within 
those areas

Planning law

Town and country planning

Urban planning and policy

Housing

human resources People working for a business and how they are managed Enterprise resource planning

Human Resources

human rights Rights entitled to be enjoyed by all citizens universally Human rights

hunting An activity involving the use of weapons or traps for the capturing of 
animals

Field sports and hunting

hurling A game played by two teams of fifteen each with a curved wooden stick 
called a hurley. The object is to score a goal by hitting the small ball 
between the opponents' goalposts either over the crossbar or under it 
into a net guarded by a goalkeeper.

Hurling

hydroelectric power Electricity produced from hydropower when water flows through 
turbines

Water power

ice hockey Two teams of six heavily padded skaters try and outscore each other by 
hitting a puck into the opponents goal.

Ice hockey

identification technology The study, development, application and ethical considerations of 
technological methods for identifying products, animals or people; 
including radio frequency, biometrics or face recognition

RFID

immigration The movement of individuals or groups of people from one country to 
another

Immigration

imports What is bought abroad and brought into a country for resale Imports

indigenous people People who are the original owners and caretakers of a given region, also 
known as native peoples, first peoples or aboriginal peoples, in contrast 
to groups that have settled, occupied or colonised the area more recently

Australian Indigenous interest

Native American interest

New Zealand Indigenous interest

industrial production Manufacture of durable and non-durable goods Industrial textiles

information science The study and practice of collecting, classifying, storing, retrieving and 
disseminating information

Information management

Information science

Information security

Information technology and development

Information technology training

information technology and computer science The study and design of computer systems, software and networks Automation

Automation and instrumentation - other

Computer engineering

Computer games

Computer graphics

Computer hardware

Computer home entertainment

Computer industry

Computer law

Computer leasing

Computer mainframes

Computer networks

Computer peripherals

Computer printers

Computer programming

Computers

Cybernetics

Digital technology

Microsoft Windows

Unix/Unix-like/Linux

Virtual reality

Website design

Operating systems (other)

infrastructure policy Policies regarding the development and maintenance of the fundamental 
facilities of a country, city or other area that make business activity 
possible, such as communication, transportation and distribution 
networks

Facilities management

infrastructure projects The construction of the fundamental facilities and systems serving a 
country, city, or other area, including roads, bridges, dams, tunnels, 
telecommunications and electrical grids

Forecourt retailing

Regional construction

Road construction and engineering

Surveying

Operations and infrastructure

insurance A risk-taking venture that allows individuals to pay small amounts 
periodically to guard financially against unexpected events

Insurance

Reinsurance

interior decoration Interest in decorating one's home Floor and wall tiles

Interiors

international law The system of laws embraced by all nations, such as the Geneva 
Convention and the International Law of the Seas

European law

International law

international military intervention The temporary use of international forces in a country or region that 
requires outside help with resolving a crisis

International securities

international organisation Includes organisations with members and functions that cross 
international borders, and may include intergovernmental organisations 
of sovereign nations.

European Union

international relations Non-violent relations between nations through negotiation, treaty, or 
personal meetings

Commonwealth

Foreign affairs

international trade Trade of goods and services between nations International trade

inventories Goods not sold and held by the producer, wholesaler or retailer Warehousing

investigation (criminal) Inquiry into an alleged crime, including searching, interviews, 
interrogations and evidence collection

Forensic science

investment service Financial advisers, as opposed to stock dealers or consultants Alternative Investment Market

investments Speculative purchases of corporate instruments, of commodities, 
currencies, or parts thereof

Investment

Investment banking

Investment trusts

Investor relations

Unit trusts

Islam Monotheistic religion that considers Muhammad as a prophet and the 
Qur'an as holy scripture

Islam

Islamic funds

janitorial service Companies that provide cleaning and similar services for homes and 
businesses.

Brushes and brooms

Chimney sweeps

Cleaning and maintenance engineering

Cleaning services

Disinfecting

Soaps and detergents

jazz music A genre of music with roots in blues and ragtime that originated in 
African American communities of New Orleans in the United States in the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries

Jazz

jewellery Decorative items worn for personal expression and adornment, such as 
rings, necklaces, earrings

Watches, clocks and jewellery

Judaism A monotheistic religion and culture that follows the teachings of the 
Torah

Jewish interest

Judaism

judo A defensive martial art. Judo

labour Social aspects, organisations, rules and conditions affecting the 
employment of human effort for the generation of wealth or provision of 
services and the economic support of the unemployed.

Expatriates

Labour

lacrosse Two teams of helmeted and padded players try and outscore each other 
using a netted stick and hard ball.

Lacrosse

language The method of human communication, either spoken or written, 
consisting of words that are used in a structured and conventional way

Culturally and Linguistically Diverse

law enforcement Agencies that attempt to prevent disobedience to established laws or 
bring to justice those who disobey those laws

Crime prevention

legal service Lawyers, notaries and others who help companies and individuals deal 
with state, federal and local laws

Solicitors

leisure Activities carried out in ones' spare time and not in a competitive way. Naturism

Swimming pools and baths

LGBTQ People who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or queer Homosexuality

LGBTQIA+

library and museum Institutions that house collections of books, music, art, or objects from 
the past and present optionally for public use and display

Libraries and information systems

Museums

lifestyle The way in which a person lives, including their style and possessions Lifestyle

Lifestyle and society - other

New age lifestyle

linguistics The study of all aspects of human language such as syntax, phonetics, 
written and spoken forms and variations over time

Linguistics

literature The telling of a story through written language Children's books

Erotica

Literature

litigation Taking disputed issues to court for settlement by judge and/or jury Litigation

loans An agreement by one individual or institution to temporarily disperse 
money to another, with an agreed rate and time for its return

Loans

local government and authority Authorities at borough, city or county level Local government law

County councils

Local government

logistics Supply chain, inventory management and transportation of products. Logistics

Production and inventory control

Supplier relationship management

Supply chain management

long distance run A running race at distances for more than 1500 metres Running

luxury good Leather bags, jewellery, haute couture, accessories etc Luxury goods industries

machine manufacturing Manufacturers of turbines, engines, fans , pumps , motors and 
components for powered equipment.

Pumps

management Company executive officers including appointments and changes Management of education

Project management

Workplace

Management buyouts and leveraged acquisitions

Corporate governance

Diversity Management

Management

Works councils

Works management

manufacturing and engineering Manufacturers of electrical, electronic and mechanical equipment but 
does not cover civil engineering.

Computers in manufacturing

Conveying engineering

Engineering

Engineering, machinery and equipment - other

Industrial power and hydraulics

Lubrication and tribology

Manufacturing

Manufacturing resource planning

Measurement and instrumentation

Municipal engineering and equipment

Non-destructive testing

Production engineering

marine science The study of living organisms and environments in saltwater ecosystems Marine engineering

maritime accident and incident An accident or incident involving marine vessels. Marine pollution

market and exchange Organised entities for buying and selling stocks, currencies, commodities 
and other goods

Convertibles (Bonds and stocks)

Converting

Stock market

market research A service that tries to determine what people want to buy Market research

martial arts Martial arts are codified systems and traditions of combat practices, 
which are practiced for a variety of reasons: self-defence, competition, 
physical health and fitness, entertainment, as well as mental, physical, and 
spiritual development.

Martial arts

materials science The study of the composition, structure and properties of materials for 
their use in industry and manufacturing

Composite materials

Crystallography

mathematics The study of structure, space, change and number in abstract, often using 
symbolic logic and language, and including subjects such as geometry, 
algebra or trigonometry

Mathematics

Standards and measurements

mechanical engineering The study and application of the design, construction and operation of 
mechanical systems

Mechanical engineering

media The various means of disseminating news and information to the public Media law

Local news

Broadcasting

Broadcasting and audio visual - other

Broadcasting technology

Communications

Content management & syndication

Media

media and entertainment industry The various means of disseminating news, information and entertainment 
to the public

Confectioners, tobacconists and newsagents

Newsagents

Interactive media

medical condition An abnormal condition that affects the structure and functioning of the 
body, such as chronic pain, high blood pressure or osteoperosis

Back pain

Diabetes

Hearing and speech

medical equipment Manufacture of medical and surgical devices for diagnosis and treatment 
such as optical and imaging equipment.

Digital imaging

Medical and hospital equipment

Medical technology

Medical textiles

Medicine and equipment overseas

medical research Investigation conducted in the fields of health and medicine, such as 
genetic studies, disease research or pharmaceutical drug trials

Allergology

Andrology

Clinical trials

Experimental medicine

Gerontology

Stem Cell Research

medical service Medical support for doctors, including blood tests and other medical 
tests on individuals, X-rays, CAT scans, MRIs, etc

General practitioners and family doctors

Medical products and services

Telemedicine

Ultrasonics

Laboratory medicine and equipment

Nuclear medicine

medical specialisation The different medical specialist areas Haematology

Dermatology

Endocrinology

Nephrology

Neurology

Radiology and radiography

Rheumatology

Sports medicine

Toxicology

Traumatology

Urology

Orthopaedics

Otorhinolaryngology

medical staff Doctors, nurses, interns and others in a medical facility Medical consultants

Medical practice management

Nurses

medical test Diagnostic procedure, such as stress test, blood test, CAT scan or MRI Diagnostics

men People who identify as male, focusing on the group as a demographic, and 
masculinity

Men's interest

mental health and disorder The psychological well-being of an individual and the diseases and 
disorders that affect mood, thinking and behaviour as well as actions 
taken to bring improvement and awareness to these conditions

Counselling

Mental health

merger or acquisition Two or more companies forming a new company mergers, takeovers or 
acquisitions.

Mergers and acquisitions

metal Markets for trading base metals such as copper, aluminium, steel, zinc etc aluminium

Iron and steel

Tin

metal and mineral mining and refining Production and refining of ores into metals Metals (General)

Metals - other

Metalworking machinery and machine tools

Mineral processing

Minerals policy and economics

Mining and quarrying

Sheet metal

Soldering and surface mount components

Quarry and mine management

Welding

Powder metallurgy

meteorology The study of atmospheric chemistry and physics, with a focus on weather 
forecasting

Meteorology

micro science The study of and technologies built at a microscopic scale, such as 
microbiology or microcomputing

Microbiology

Microscopy

migration policy Movement of one body of persons from one place to another Relocation

military equipment Equipment issued to members of the armed forces Military helicopters

military service Service by an individual in an army or militia. Service may be on a 
volunteer basis or a result of an involuntary draft or government 
requirement.

Military logistics

military weaponry A country's collection of armaments Weaponry

modern pentathlon The Modern Pentathlon comprises five events run over a single day in the 
following order: shooting, fencing, swimming, horse riding and running.

Pentathlon (Modern)

monument and heritage site Commemorations of historical people, events, or the areas containing 
them, in the form of structures such as sculptures, statues or buildings

Historic and period property

mortgage The loan of money for the purpose of purchasing a property, whether 
land or building. Or, for homeowners to repair or maintain properties, 
often based on owner equity in a property

Mortgages

motor car racing Racing with cars Formula one

Motor racing and motor sport

motorcycling Races with 2, 3 or 4 wheels vehicles with a saddle and handlebars Motorcycle trade

Motorcycling

Speedway

Motorcycle racing

music A form of performing art using instruments or voice to create different 
sounds, tones and harmonies

Acoustics

Brass bands

MP3

Music

Music and home audio - other

music industry Recording, production, marketing of music Latin music

Live music

Music business

Record labels

musical genre A distinguishable type of music National music

musical instrument Objects used to play music on Musical instruments

mutual funds Pools of shares or bonds for sale often grouped by investment intention, 
such as growth, income or security

Mutual funds

nanotechnology Manipulating objects at the molecular scale Nanotechonology

national security The philosophy of securing a nation and its borders, as well as the well-
being of its citizens

Borders, customs and frontiers

National security



NEW media topic Definition Former subject
natural resources Environmental issues related to the exploitation of natural resources Ocean exploitation and engineering

nature The natural world in its entirety Nature

nature religion Religions that believe nature and the natural world is an embodiment of 
divinity, sacredness or spiritual power, including indigenous religions 
practiced in various parts of the world, and modern Pagan faiths, such as 
Wicca

Spiritualism

netball A woman's sport similar to basketball though without a board behind the 
basket

Netball

news media The presentation of news to the public through different platforms, such 
as TV, radio, newspapers, magazines, web pages and blogs

News for children

International news

Journalism

National news

News - other

newspaper Daily or weekly publication that presents the news, locally, regionally or 
globally, as well as features, opinion columns, comics and other content

Newspaper production

nightclub A commercial establishment providing music, or other entertainment 
along with food and drink to selected clientele

Night-clubs and night life

non-governmental organisation Groups officially outside of government that lobby, demonstrate or 
campaign on a wide range of issues such as economics, environment 
healthcare etc.

Non-government organisations

nuclear physics The study of the structure and behaviour of atomic nuclei Nucleonics

Nuclear Policy Government policies as regards to use of nuclear fuels for power 
production or weapons

Nuclear disarmament

nuclear power Use of radioactive materials for power production Nuclear energy

oceans Salt water masses separating continents or other major geographical 
masses. smaller forms are seas or lakes or ponds

Oceanography

oil and gas industry The exploration, extraction, refining, transporting and marketing of 
petroleum products and natural gas

Gas

Oil and petroleum

Oil and petroleum engineering

Oil distribution

Pipelines

Domestic gas appliances

Drilling industry

olympic games Games organised by the International Olympic Committee and held each 
4 years in summer or winter.

Olympics

online media outlet Publication distributing content, such as articles, blogs, photos, video and 
music, only over the internet

New media

online shopping Buying and selling items through the internet

opera A form of performing art where classically trained musicians and singers 
perform a musical and dramatic work

Opera

organic food Food which is grown using no artificial fertilisers or chemical compounds Organic farming

Organic foods

orienteering An individual time-trial over a route marked out by beacons. The 
competitor has to search out and find in a specific order. The contestant 
makes his way with the help of a compass and map

Orienteering

outdoor recreational activities Leisure activities engaged in the outdoors, most commonly in natural 
settings

Caravan trade

Camping and caravanning

Fireworks

Hang gliding and paragliding

Paintball games

Rambling and walking

outsourcing Business practice in which services or job functions are farmed out to a 
third party

Outsourcing

paediatrics Medical specialisation that focuses on treating the young, including 
premature babies, infant care, childhood diseases and teenage health and 
behaviour problems

Paediatrics

painting A form of visual arts using mediums such as oil paint, watercolour, pastel, 
crayon

Painting and fine art

palaeontology The study of prehistoric life forms, geological periods and fossils Palaeontology

paralympic games Games for disabled athletes organised by the International Paralympic 
Committee and held each 4 years in winter or summer

Paralympics

parenting The caring for and support of a child's physical, emotional, developmental 
and social needs from birth to adulthood

Parenthood

parks Areas set aside for preservation Nature reserves

party A social gathering of invited guests, often involving eating, drinking, 
dancing or the playing of games

Gifts

Party trade

Parties and celebrations

patent, copyright and trademark Intellectual properties as patents, copyright and trademarks. Patents, trademarks and copyrights

Intellectual property

pension Payments, either government or private, to retired people Pensions and benefits

personal finance and investment Investing an individual's savings in the hope of future gains Personal finance

Personal finance industry

Personal savings

pests Animals or insects that invade a human space causing destruction or 
unsanitary conditions

Pest control

pet product and service Hygiene products, care and nutrition for pets. Pet trade

petrol Distilled petroleum product used for automotive fuel, with or without 
additives

Petrol retailing and distribution

pharmaceutical The production of medicines from various chemicals and natural 
substances

Pharmaceutical chemists

Pharmaceutical industry

Pharmaceutical medicine

Pharmaceutical merchandising

Pharmacies

philosophy The study of the principles and fundamental questions about matters 
such as the mind, reason, morality or values

Philosophy

photography A form of visual arts using photographic images Image processing

Photo trade

Professional photography

Amateur photography

Framing and pictures

physics The study of the movement and structure of matter, and how it relates to 
energy

Physics

physiology The study of the vital processes, internal organs or functional 
mechanisms of living organisms

Physiology

poetry Written works that use the aesthetic and rhythmic qualities of language 
to express a message or emotion

Poetry

police Civil force of a national, regional or local government that is responsible 
for the prevention and detection of crime and the maintenance of public 
order

Police

political parties and movements Covers both formally recognised and informal political associations Party politics

politics Local, regional, national and international exercise of power, or struggle 
for power, and the relationships between governing bodies and states.

Development politics and overseas aid

Politics

Politics and current affairs - other

polo With the aid of a mallet two teams of four horsemen try and knock a 
bamboo ball into the opponents goal over a pitch 250m long and 150m 
wide. The game is divided into 4, 6, or 8 time periods of 7min 30sec called 
chukkas.

Polo and thoroughbred racing

popular music A genre of music that is widely accessible and designed to appeal to all Pop and rock music

population growth People and their growth and development within a natural setting Community development

poverty The lack of sufficient resources and means to provide basic needs such as 
food, clothing or shelter for oneself and one's family

Third World

power boating Races between motor boats on rivers or lakes Boat trade

precious material The mining, refining and sale of materials such as gold, silver, precious 
metals, diamonds and rare earths

Diamond tooling

pregnancy and childbirth Social and medical issues around pregnancy and giving birth including, 
doulas and midwives, obstetrics and medical concerns

Midwives

Obstetrics and gynaecology

Pregnancy

prescription drug Drugs that can be obtained only with a doctor's authorisation Drug delivery

Drug policy

New drug applications

Prescription medicines

primary education Education and schools designed to provide students with fundamental 
skills in reading, writing and mathematics and to establish a solid 
foundation for later learning

Children's education

prison Facility where people are held as a punishment for a crime they have 
committed or while awaiting trial

Prison service

Protestantism Christian denominations that were formed through the 16th century 
Reformation movement

Baptist

Protestantism

psychology The study of the human mind, mental characteristics and emotional 
processes

Psychiatry and psychotherapy

Psychology

public finance The money of government used for paying for public programmes and 
services and public debt

Public finance

public relations The job of promoting products and services through advertising 
campaigns and/or through person-to-person contact or through news 
releases

Public relations

public transport Forms of transportation, such as buses and trains, that charge set fares, 
run on fixed routes and are available to the general public

Community transport

Public transport

r&b A genre of music originated in African American communities in the 
1940s and featuring soulful vocals

R&B and soul music

race walking A race requiring the competitor to have always one foot on the ground Race walking

racism Discrimination against individuals or groups of people on the basis of race Race relations

radio Audio content, such as news, entertainment or information, distributed 
via broadcast or internet

Radio industry

Radio listings

Radio previews

Radio reviews

Home audio

Radio electronics

railway transport The business of transporting people or cargo by rail Rail transport

Railway enthusiasts

recreational and sporting goods Manufacture of goods for leisure activities Sportswear

Sports trade

refugees and internally displaced people A person seeking shelter in another country because of some fear of 
persecution in his own country

Refugees

regional development policy Public or private actions carried out to develop a region. Countryside and rural interest

Regional interest

Regional news

regional government and authority Authorities at a level above the local and below the national one. Could 
be named a state, province, department etc.

Regional government

regulation of industry The rules and bodies, both national and international, that govern conflict 
of interest and good practice regulations.

Industry

regulations laws that guide the conduct and organization of business corporations Regulation and compliance

religion Belief systems, institutions and people who provide moral guidance to 
followers

Religion and theology (General)

renewable energy The environmental impact of renewable energy, including solar, wind, 
hydro, biomass and geothermal

Renewable energy

Solar power

Sustainability

renovation Restoring properties/structures to a former better state by cleaning, 
repairing or rebuilding.

Refurbishment and maintenance

research and development Research and expenditure on new product or service development Quantity surveying

Surveys

residential real estate The building and sale of property to be used as living space Bond management

Leasing

Park homes

Property (General)

Rented property

Residential property

restaurant A business where meals are prepared and served to the public Restaurants

restaurant and catering The business of providing prepared foods for customers in groups large 
and small

Catering

Catering, food, drink and tobacco - other

Tableware

retail The last stage in the sales chain Retail Management

Retail trades and merchandising (General)

Retail trades and merchandising - other

Retailing

Vending

retirement The years after work Retirement

road accident and incident An accident or incident involving road vehicles. Road safety

roller sports Various competitions using wheeled equipment such as roller skates, 
inline skates, and skateboards.

Roller-skating and skateboarding

rowing Boat racing usually on flat calm waters with boats for 1, 2, 4 or 8 rowers Rowing

royalty Imperial and royal family members in their societal rather than 
governmental roles

Royalty

rugby league A type of rugby where two teams of 13 compete on a pitch by running 
with and passing an oval ball. Points are scored by touching down the ball 
behind the goal line or kicking it between goal posts. Governed by Rugby 
League International Federation.

Rugby league

rugby union A type of rugby where two teams of 15 compete on a pitch by running 
with and passing an oval ball. Points are scored by touching down the ball 
behind the goal line or kicking it between goal posts. Governed by the 
World Rugby organization.

Rugby union

sailing Sailing boat racing over a route Sailing

sales channels Indirect or direct ways of bringing products or services to market so that 
they can be purchased by consumers

Purchasing

sales channels Indirect or direct ways of bringing products or services to market so that 
they can be purchased by consumers

Sales

satellite and cable service The business of transmitting news, entertainment and information via 
satellite or cable television services

Satellite broadcasting

Satellite television

satellite technology Hardware and software that enables ground-based devices to send 
signals to each other via an orbiting satellite.

Satellite technology

school A building or institution in which education is provided School equipment

Stationery

science and technology All aspects pertaining to human understanding of, as well as methodical 
study and research of natural, formal and social sciences, such as 
astronomy, linguistics or economics

Technology

Astrology

Cryogenics

Entomology

Hydrology

Popular science

Science (General)

Science - other

scientific exploration Land, sea or space journeys undertaken to discover new information Topography and cartography

scientific innovation The development or creation of new scientific or technological products 
or processes, such as biotech or artificial intelligence applications, robotic 
limbs or nanoscale cameras

Innovation

Robotics

security measures (defence) Means of making a nation, a state, a building or a person secure from 
harm and outside interference.

Safety and security - other

Security

Locksmiths

semiconductor and electronic component The basic components that together create working electronic devices 
such as computer chips, transistors, diodes and integrated circuits

Semiconductors

senior citizens People having passed the age of retirement Senior citizen interest

sexual behaviour The manner in which people express their sexuality in physical acts Sexuality

shipbuilding Manufacturers of ships, submarines, barges. Shipbuilding and repair

shipping and postal service Organisations that prepare and transport packages and documents for 
individuals or companies by any means, including postal services

Containers

Packaging and bottling

Specialist packaging

shipping service Companies that prepare and transport packages and documents for 
individuals or companies by any means, including postal services.

Stamp collecting

Courier and delivery services

Post office

shopping district and high street Primary retail streets of towns or cities containing individual stores and 
restaurants

Cash and carry

shopping mall A large building or series of connected buildings that contain a variety of 
retail stores and food vendors

Shop and office fitting

Shopping

Sikhism An Indian Dharmic religion that originated at the end of the 15th century 
CE in the Punjab region, developed from the spiritual teachings of Guru 
Nanak

Sikhism

ski jumping Competitors descend a snow covered elevated ramp on skis and try to fly 
off it as far as possible, receiving marks for distance, style of flight and 
landing

Ski jumping

skiing A winter sport using different types of skis Skiing

snowboarding Practiced with a single board (rather than two skis) Snowboarding

soccer A form of football played by two teams competing on a pitch by kicking a 
spherical ball. Points are scored by kicking or heading the ball into a goal. 
Governed by the Fédération Internationale de Football Association

Soccer/Football

Soccer/Football club news

social media Content created to be shared within online social networks Social media

social problem Issues related to human rights, human welfare and other areas of societal 
concern

Social activism

Social enterprise

Social issues

Social justice

social sciences The study of human society in such aspects as linguistics, anthropology, 
economics or sociology

Social sciences

social services Social programmes, usually publicly sponsored, aimed at promoting 
people's welfare, such as housing, health care or education services

Social affairs

Social services

society The concerns, issues, affairs and institutions relevant to human social 
interactions, problems and welfare, such as poverty, human rights and 
family planning

Noise pollution

Nostalgia

Society

sociology The study of human social organisation, social relationships and societal 
changes

Sociology

softball Similar to baseball but with a larger and softer ball, a thinner bat, shorter 
gaps between bases and less innings

Softball

software and applications Computer programs including mobile or web apps and operating systems Software

space exploration The scientific exploration of outer space through manned and unmanned 
missions

Space and UFO study

Space technology

specialty store Retail outlets that specialize in categories such as shoes, coats, power 
tools, etc

sport Competitive activity or skill that involves physical and/or mental effort 
and organisations and bodies involved in these activities

Ballooning

Beach sports

Caving and potholing

Extreme sports

Field sports

National sporting news

Regional sporting news

Sponsorship

Sports (General)

Sports - other

Sports and specialist cars

Sports brands

Winter sports

Winter sports resorts

sport climbing Sport climbing as a special category: individual competition, on an 
artificial wall with time measurement

Climbing

sport event An event featuring one or more sport competitions Sporting events

sport industry Commercial issues related to sport Sports industry

sport organisation Organisations or associations of sports Sports teams

sport shooting Precision sport using a hand gun, rifle or shotgun Shooting

sport venue Gymnasiums, stadiums, arenas or facilities where sports events take 
place

Spas and health clubs

Parks and sports grounds

sports medal and trophy Award given to an athlete or team for placing in a sports competition, 
such as a gold medal at the Olympics or the Stanley Cup in ice hockey

Medal collecting

squash A racquet sport of strategy and endurance played by singles or doubles 
teams in a walled court with a small rubber ball

Squash

stand-up comedy A comic style in which a comedian performs a series of jokes or stories in 
front of a live audience, usually speaking directly to them

Comedy

Satire

stocks and securities Corporate paper that gives an individual an ownership right to a part of a 
company's earnings

Equities

Eurobonds

Securities

Stocks and shares

strategy and marketing Planning the direction of a company and selling its products and services 
to achieve the strategy

Direct response and marketing

Marketing

streaming service Providers of entertainment (music, movies, series, etc.) that deliver the 
content via an Internet connection to the subscriber's computer, TV or 
mobile device

Streaming services

students Students as a demographic, including student protests and requests for 
change and trends among students

Student interest

study of law The study of legal systems and the philosophy of law Legal education

supreme and high court matters related to supreme or high courts, including nominations and 
rulings

Supreme court

surfing Water sport where contestants catch and ride waves upright on a 
surfboard

Surfing

surgery The use of incisions made by medical instruments to investigate or treat a 
medical condition or injury

Anaesthetics

Plastic surgery

Surgery

Transplants

suspended sentence Legal arrangement where a judge delays the serving of a sentence by a 
person who has been found guilty of a crime in order to give them a 
probationary period

Probation

synthetic and plastic chemicals Chemicals used to produce plastics and other artificial substances to be 
used in manufacturing

Plastics and rubber

table tennis A racquet sport for two or four (in doubles), who compete at a table 
divided by a net using a small bat to play a lightweight ball

Table tennis

Taoism A philosophical and spiritual tradition originating in the 4th century BCE 
in China which emphasizes living in harmony with the Tao, the source, 
pattern and substance of everything that exists

Taoism

tattooing A form of body modification where a design is made by inserting ink, dyes 
and pigments into the dermis layer of the skin to permanently change the 
pigment

Tattoos and body art

taxation A levy to fund government expenditure Tax and duty free goods

Tax law

Taxation

taxi and ride-hailing On-demand ride service, provided by taxi companies or tech companies 
such as Uber and Lyft, the drivers who transport passengers and the rules 
and regulations imposed upon these companies within a region

Taxi trade

technology and engineering The study and practice of industrial or applied sciences such as physics, 
hydrodynamics or thermodynamics

Computer aided design and manufacturing

Embedded technology

Gadgets

Machinery and equipment

Vacuum technology

telecommunication service Services provided by commercial companies that facilitate connections 
between telephones, pagers, computers

3G

Email

Mobile telecommunications

Mobile telephones

Telecommunications (General)

Telecommunications - other

Telecommuting

Telephony

Voice processing

WAP

television Video content, such as news, entertainment or information, distributed 
via broadcast or internet

Television films

Television industry

Television listings

Television previews

Television reviews

Television sport

ten pin bowling A game in which a player scores points by trying to knock down ten 'pins' 
using a ball - if unsuccessful the player has a second attempt. A game 
consists of ten frames.

Tenpin bowling

tennis A sport where two players, four in doubles, equipped with a racket 
compete by hitting the ball over a net into the opponent's side of the 
court with the aim of putting it out of reach within the regulation lines, 
thus winning points.

Real tennis

Tennis

textile arts Arts and crafts that use plant, animal, or synthetic fibres to construct 
practical or decorative object

Dyestuffs and pigments

Hand knitting and crafts

Imported textiles

Knitwear and hosiery

Sewing, knitting and embroidery

Textile finishing

Textile machinery

Textiles

theatre A form of performing art where live performers portray a narrative to an 
audience through dialogue and action

Amateur theatre

Theatre

therapy Treatment of physical, mental or medical conditions by non-surgical 
means

Chiropractic

Hypnosis

tobacco and nicotine The sale and maufacturing of tobacco products for consumers, including 
cigarettes, e-cigarettes and vaping cartridges

Smoking

Tobacco industry

tourism and leisure industry Commercial organisations and operations dealing with vacations and 
visits to places of interest and the pursuit of recreational activities

Leisure (General)

Leisure - other

Leisure industry

Resorts

toy and game Children's playthings or collectible items for adults, such as dolls, action 
figures and miniatures

Toy and train collecting

Toys

trade agreements Government level agreements between countries for the sale and 
purchase of goods and services

Trade unions

Trade with specific areas

Licensed trade

transport The means of getting people or goods from one place to the other without 
walking

Road haulage

Traffic control

Transportation and freighting

HGVs

travel and tourism Spending time away from home in pursuit of recreation, relaxation or 
pleasure

Coach travel

Coaches and buses

Domestic travel

Overseas travel

Package holidays



NEW media topic Definition Former subject

travel and tourism Spending time away from home in pursuit of recreation, relaxation or 
pleasure

Touring holidays

Tourism

Transport, travel and tourism - other

Travel

Travel trade and tourism

trend Interest in what is considered hip or popular at a certain point in time Current affairs

Viral news

triathlon An endurance multi-sport where competitors first swim, then cycle and 
then run a road race. Distances vary according to the competition.

Triathlon

underwater sports Competitive sports played under water Swimming and diving

Underwater activities

Water sports

upper secondary education Education and schools preparing students for tertiary eduction or 
providing skills relevant to employment through a curriculum with an 
increased range of subject options and streams

Higher education

utilities The providing of basic services including supplying water and waste 
removal to the public

Utilities

Public amenities

Removal trade

vaccine Medications designed to create immunity to diseases Vaccines

veterinary medicine The medical profession and field of study devoted to diagnosis, 
prevention and treatment of medical conditions in animals

Animal health and vaccination

Veterinary

video game A game played using a video display Multiplayer gaming (Online gaming)

visual arts A form of art which appeals primarily to the visual senses, such as 
ceramics, drawing, painting, sculpture, printmaking, design, crafts, 
photography, video, filmmaking, and architecture.

Pottery and ceramics

Refractories and ceramics

Video

Film industry

Film promotion and merchandise

Film releases and previews

Films

Home video

Posters and signs

Printing and reprographics

vocational education Education that provides students with practical experience and training 
in a particular occupational field. It is sometimes referred to as career 
education or technical education

Vocational training

Industrial and commercial training

Industrial development

volleyball Two teams of six record points by hitting a ball over a net into the 
opponent's half of the court, keeping it in the air at all times. Points are 
won when opponents fail to return the ball.

Volleyball

wages and benefits Money, or other items of value such as pension contributions and health 
insurance, paid to employees as compensation for their work

Payroll and salaries

waste management industry The business of waste management and pollution control Waste treatment and reclamation

waste materials The environmental impact of waste, including recycling efforts Recycling

water supply The business of providing water for human use Water treatment and supply

waterway and maritime transport Commercial movement of people or goods via boats, ships and water Hovercraft and hydrofoils

Docks and harbours

Yachting and boating

Safety at sea

Seafarers

Shipping and marine

Ships and the sea

weather The study, prediction and reporting of meteorological phenomena Climatology

wedding Marriage ceremony and the events and parties surrounding it, such as 
wedding receptions, engagement parties, bridal showers and hen or stag 
parties

Marriage and setting up home

Marriage guidance

Wedding

weightlifting and powerlifting A strength test where competitors lift as heavy a weight as possible Weightlifting

wellness The active pursuit of good mental and physical health Wellbeing

Yoga

wholesale The first link in the sales chain after production Wholesaling

wind power Electricity that is generated by kinetic energy of wind, usually produced 
by windmills or turbines

Wind power

wireless technology Technology and services that permit the transfer of information between 
separated points without physical connection, including bluetooth and 
wifi networks

Bluetooth

Internet

Internet service providers

Mobile computing

Network computing

women People who identify as female, focusing on the group as a demographic, 
and accomplishments, such as the first woman to achieve a milestone or 
serve in a role

Women's interest

women's rights Feminism, restrictions on the rights of women and the fight for equality 
with men

Sexual equality

Feminism

workplace health and safety Laws protecting a safe and healthy work environment Safety

Occupational health and safety

Premises administration

Professional liability and ethics

wrestling Combat sport where each wrestler attempts to win over his adversary, by 
holding both shoulders on the ground (fall) long enough to be in control. 
Points can also be decisive.

Wrestling

zoology The study of the biology, physiology, development, behaviour or other 
aspects of animals

Zoology

Ornithology
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RETIRED TOPIC Asia
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RETIRED TOPIC Australia
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